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WANGECHI MUTU

Through March 25. Gladstone Gallery, 530 West 21st Street, Manhattan; 212206
7606, gladstonegallery.com.

For nearly two decades, Wangechi Mutu has been fierce in two dimensions. Her
elaborate collages straddle beauty and horror, flesh and spirit, art and fashion, East
and West. Made by cutting and pasting the glossy, exclusionary images that mass
culture foists on women, they retaliate with fantastical concoctions of otherness —
racial, cultural, physical — that can stop you in your tracks. On paper, Ms. Mutu is
many things, including a globalized Surrealist who builds on precedents, like those
made by Hannah Höch, Hans Bellmer and Romare Bearden.

Excitement all but evaporates when Ms. Mutu turns to sculpture and
installation, as evidenced by “Ndoro Na Miti,” her show at the Gladstone Gallery and
her first in New York of only sculpture. (The title means “mud and trees” in Kikuyu.)
Ms. Mutu has always worked in three dimensions and her control of materials like
paper pulp, red soil and wood have been refined to the point of slickness.

The show has the excessive elegance of a very large, fancy store-window display
made of works recycling ideas familiar from artists like Kim Jones, Nari Ward,
Alison Saar and William Kentridge. Other pieces are even more generic, especially



some dozen 19-inch red earth spheres that conjure viruses, soccer balls and ritual
objects. A giant string of earthen beads applies the formula of enlarging everyday
objects in unusual materials. The less said about the show’s two bronzes the better.

The best works are two distorted heads — made of red soil, or black paper pulp
embedded with rose quartz or metal beads. Ms. Mutu’s sense of improvisation,
creepiness and perversity re-emerges when her imagination exceeds realism.

ROBERTA SMITH

LYNN HERSHMAN LEESON
Through Sunday. Bridget Donahue, 99 Bowery, second floor, Manhattan;

6468961368, bridgetdonahue.nyc.

In the 1970s, suffering the neglect endemic to most female artists during that
period, Lynn Hershman Leeson assumed the identity of several fictional art critics,
wrote about her own work and had the reviews published in art magazines. Ms.
Leeson no longer has to resort to such tactics. A retrospective of her work was
mounted at ZKM in Karlsruhe, Germany, in 2014, and a smaller version of that show
is at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco through May 21. “Remote
Controls,” her second show at Bridget Donahue, also functions as a mini career
survey.

Inventing fictional critics sounds extreme, but creating characters and identities
is central to Ms. Leeson’s work, as is considering the effects of technology on
women’s bodies and psyches. “Deep Contact” (1984-89) uses early touch-screen
technology to enter one woman’s life, while “Lorna” (1979-84) employs interactive
LaserDisc technology (here, a DVD version). The video “Seduction of a Cyborg”
(1994) conjures Donna Haraway’s germinal feminist essay “A Cyborg Manifesto”
(1984), which moved away from nature-based 1970s goddess feminism.

Exploring traumas like rape, battery and agoraphobia, Ms. Leeson suggests that
technology both glorifies violence against women and serves as a refuge from it, as
in her video diaries from the ’80s and ’90s on view here. A new work, “Venus of the
Anthropocene,” features a half-mannequin propped in front of a mirror and a



webcam that takes the viewer’s photograph and uploads it to the internet. On a
vanity table are bottles with the labels of drugs used in genetic engineering, like T-2
mycotoxin, which point to new horizons in biotechnology and new identities for
women and all post-gender, post-human creatures.

MARTHA SCHWENDENER

ALLYSON VIEIRA
Through April 2. Company, 88 Eldridge Street, fifth floor, Manhattan; 646

7564547, companygallery.us.

The 11 wall pieces in “Disinherited” curl off the walls at Company like Shrinky
Dinks and have the mottled clear-and-white texture of unevenly frozen ice. They
hang around the circumference of the gallery, behind a curtain of construction-site
safety netting, and are decorated with letters and words lifted from plastic shopping
bags. But the clean colors, simple patterns and New York School-style repetition of
these words, many of which are laid on backward for an effect suggestive of Cyrillic,
clearly aren’t the main event. What’s important is the material itself, which Allyson
Vieira made by dissolving and reforming Styrofoam and coating it in resin.

The reference to environmental catastrophe is on the surface as well as on the
checklist. The panels all look like melting ice caps, and some of them also bring to
mind oceans choked with plastic garbage — in particular the five-foot-tall “You. Us!
It’s personal.,” in which a floe of upside-down yellow happy faces sink into a bright
drift of artificial blue. But Ms. Vieira’s perspective on environmental ruin is as
serenely distant and charged with creative reinterpretation as a Renaissance
antiquarian’s view of ancient Greek sculpture.

Taking in all the destruction, cruelty, waste and banality of contemporary
material culture, Ms. Vieira shows them as contained within a larger aesthetic
system — one that might, in 1,000 years, seem to have had an alien beauty of its
own. (You can also see 14 gauzy, multicolored vases Ms. Vieira made with melted
plastic bags at Klaus von Nichtssagend.)

WILL HEINRICH

FRANK HEATH



FRANK HEATH

Through March 19. Swiss Institute, 102 Franklin Street, Manhattan; 212925
2035, swissinstitute.net.

The two unnerving videos in “Blue Room,” Frank Heath’s neatly laid out show
at the Swiss Institute, set a dialogue between a voice actor and an unidentified
customer service agent over handsomely composed shots of a mysterious-looking
building in Lower Manhattan. One is 270 Broadway in TriBeCa, where the
Manhattan Project started, and the other is the Long Lines Building, a windowless
tower full of phone company equipment and recently revealed to be a National
Security Agency listening post.

In “War Pigeon,” the customer describes throwing a McDonald’s Shamrock
Shake against the window of a bank because of an account error. (“I saw red,” he
says, as the screen shows two A.T.M.s blinking in Chase blue and then cuts to a shot
of bright green ice cream sliding down plate glass.)

His complaint, though, is that a pigeon who witnessed him losing his cool now
shows up wherever he goes. In “The Hollow Coin,” the problem is that he’s lost his
only copy of the video itself because it was on a Micro SD card inside the very coin
he used to make the call to customer service.

The agents’ strict professional neutrality feels at once too good to be true and
hellishly maddening — a perfect synecdoche for a corporatized consumer
surveillance state in which our every need is palliated but no one is ever satisfied.

As the phone company agent becomes impatient, or the bank agent confused,
our sympathies and our certainties waver and lose hold, until we arrive at a state of
mordant terror reminiscent of “Waiting for Godot.”

WILL HEINRICH

A version of this article appears in print on March 10, 2017, on Page C15 of the New York edition with the
headline: What to See in New York Art Galleries This Week.
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